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WW2 battle scene of naval infantry assault on a Nazi shore fortification, large original oil on canvas painting, signed
and dated by the artist, 1968.

Large format. Size of painting: 62" x 46 ½". Total size of canvas: 63 ½" x 49 ½". All measures are somewhat approximate because of the curved surface of the
canvas due to it being stored rolled. A partial label is affixed to the canvas. The remaining verbiage suggests that the painting has been stored in the Artistic Fund
of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

The title of the painting is unknown. The artist uses heavy brush strokes to depict the spirit of a very dynamic naval infantry attack in full swing, featuring Soviet
Navy sailors throwing grenades at the Nazis even while they are still in the surf, running towards the shore fortification, with a Nazi fighter plane barraging the
scene of the assault and the fires of a major battle on land rising to the sky. The disposition of the light colors around the group of Soviet sailors against the dark
fire-and-brimstone color palette of the Nazis' positions on the shore emphasizes that this is a fight of good versus evil, and the good is inevitably winning.

Good condition. The thick paint has cracked in several places from being rolled and has flaked off in those areas. Fortunately, due to the absence of very fine
details in the artist's style, the painting can be somewhat easily restored by matching paint to the surrounding areas. The reverse is very clean.

Kindly accept our apology for taking the photo of the entire painting at an angle. It was unavoidable due to its large size and the absence of a frame.
Please note that the painting will be shipped in a sturdy cardboard tube in its current rolled state and requires framing by buyer for proper display.
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